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Abstract

Motivated by an underground mining operation at Kiruna, Sweden, we formulate a mixed integer program to sche-
dule iron ore production over multiple time periods. Our optimization model determines an operationally feasible ore
extraction sequence that minimizes deviations from planned production quantities. The number of binary decision vari-
ables in our model is large enough that directly solving the full, detailed problem for a three year time horizon requires
hours, or even days. We therefore design a heuristic based on solving a smaller, more tractable, model in which we
aggregate time periods, and then solving the original model using information gained from the aggregated model.
We compute a bound on the worst case performance of this heuristic and demonstrate empirically that this procedure
produces good quality solutions while substantially reducing computation time for problem instances from the Kiruna
mine.
� 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and background

We develop a mixed integer programming model to determine a multi-time period extraction sequence of
ore blocks in an underground mine. The goal is to minimize the deviation between actual and planned
production quantities subject to operational constraints. Because the number of binary decision variables
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representing whether or not to extract a given piece (or machine placement) of ore during a time period
may be on the order of thousands, the size of the model precludes us from quickly determining under-
ground mine schedules by solving the full, detailed problem. In this paper, we outline a procedure
to increase the tractability of the scheduling model at the Kiruna mine. We solve smaller, aggregated
models and use information gained from these models to restrict the size of the original model. We show
that our method yields solutions with appropriate fidelity and of acceptable quality in a reasonable amount
of time. Because our aggregation procedure is a heuristic, we compute a bound on its worst case
performance.

Although the importance of using integer programming models to determine discrete production sched-
uling decisions in the mining industry has been identified (e.g., Winkler, 1996), many authors have been
unsuccessful at modeling and solving realistic mining scenarios, e.g., Trout (1995) and Smith (1998). Earlier
attempts at the Kiruna mine also failed to yield a production schedule of requisite duration in a reasonable
amount of time, e.g., Almgren (1994), Topal (1998), and Dagdelen et al. (2001). Rather than determining an
optimal schedule, these authors resort to shortening the schedule timeframe and/or to sacrificing schedule
quality. Carlyle and Eaves (2001) formulate an integer programming model to maximize revenue from min-
ing platinum and palladium at Stillwater Mining Company, and are able to obtain near-optimal solutions
without using any special techniques to reduce solution time. Smith et al. (2003) construct a production
scheduling model for a copper and zinc underground mine at Mount Isa, Australia. The decision variables
in their model represent the time at which to mine each extractable entity (production block) to maximize
net present value subject to operational constraints, e.g., ore availability, concentrator (mill) capacity, mine
infrastructure production capacity, grade (mineral quality) limits, continuous production rules, and prece-
dence relationships between production blocks. However, the authors are unable to solve all instances of
their problem in a reasonable amount of time. Sarin and West-Hansen (2005) maximize net present value
for an underground coal mine subject primarily to precedence, quality, and production smoothing con-
straints. They tailor a Benders decomposition technique to solve randomly-generated problem instances,
and present a case study. All three of the afore-mentioned models apply to a mine that uses different under-
ground mining methods than Kiruna. In Kuchta et al. (2004), we explain how the model contained in this
paper was implemented at the Kiruna mine. Newman et al. (2005) present a different type of production
scheduling model for the same mine, and a technique other than the one presented here to reduce solution
time.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the Kiruna mine and our integer program-
ming production scheduling model. In Section 3, we present the aggregation procedure, along with related
literature, and in the following section show how to compute a bound on the aggregation procedure�s worst
case performance. In Section 5, we provide numerical results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. The Kiruna mine and the production scheduling model

Our research is motivated by operations at Sweden�s Loussavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag (LKAB)
Kiruna mine, currently the second largest underground mine in the world. The mine contains a world-class
high-grade magnetite deposit, approximately 4 km long and 80 m wide on average, and produces approx-
imately 24 million tons of iron ore per year. To extract the ore, LKAB uses an underground mining method
known as sublevel caving, and divides the orebody vertically into ten main production areas, about 400–
500 m in length, each with its own group of ore passes; this group is known as a shaft group. The mine
is also divided horizontally into sublevels, separated by about 29 m. Electric load haul dump units (LHDs)
with a capacity of 25 tons transport the ore on a sublevel within each production area from the mined site
to the ore passes. Trains operating on the transport (or main) level haul the ore from the ore passes to a
crusher. At the crusher, the ore is broken into pieces small enough to be hoisted to the surface via vertical
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shafts. The site on which each LHD operates, usually 200–500 m in length and containing from one to three
million tons of ore, is referred to as a machine placement and consists of multiple, perhaps 10–20, production

blocks. Once started, mining restrictions require continuous production of a machine placement until all
available ore in each production block within the machine placement has been removed. This precludes
the miners from needing to reblast the ore, and from suffering the aggravation of tracking partially-mined
machine placements. Because we assume a specific order in which all production blocks within a machine
placement must be mined, we make decisions in our model only at the machine placement, and not at the
production block, level. Fig. 1 depicts the relationship between the production areas, ore passes, shaft
groups, sublevels, and vertical shafts, and shows a load haul dump unit, a train, and the crusher.

The mine produces two raw ore types, B and D ore, having a phosphorous content less than 0.10%, and
greater than 0.10%, respectively. A machine placement can contain both raw ore types and waste rock.
Each production block contains a quantity of material extractable in a month. Within each production
block, the relative quantities of each ore type and waste can be estimated from an in situ geologic model,
the mine layout, and the true production data obtained after mining upper levels. Monthly production
capability can be estimated from the haul distance and ore extraction rates of the LHDs. From the raw
ore types extracted from each production block, mills produce fines and/or pellets, both of which are used
in the steel-making industry. These mills must be run continuously and at capacity to meet contractual
agreements; mine planners set their demand for the raw ore types accordingly. The mine holds virtually
no stockpiles of ore due to lack of physical space, mine planners� aversion to rehandling ore, and the
long-term nature of the contractual agreements. In order to adequately satisfy demand at the mills, Kiruna
must carefully plan the extraction of each type of ore, which the mine does under the assumption of loca-
tion- and time-independent extraction costs.
Fig. 1. The main body in the figure depicts the relationship between the production areas, ore passes, shaft groups, sublevels, the
crusher and vertical shafts to the surface. The enlargement in the upper left hand corner shows a load haul dump unit, while the inset in
the lower right hand corner depicts a train hauling ore to the crusher.
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The goal of our scheduling model is to determine an operationally feasible sequence in which to mine the
machine placements such that the amounts of B and D ore produced each month match the demanded ore
quantities as closely as possible. In order for the extraction sequence to be operationally feasible, the fol-
lowing constraints must be observed: (i) vertical sequencing, i.e., an underlying machine placement cannot
start to be mined until at least 50% of the machine placement directly above the underlying machine place-
ment has been mined, (ii) horizontal sequencing, i.e., right and left machine placements directly adjacent to a
given machine placement must start being mined as soon as 50% of the given machine placement has been
mined, and (iii) no more than two or three machine placements within a shaft group can simultaneously be
mined, depending on the allowable number of operational LHDs within that shaft group. If too many
machines are simultaneously operational within a constrained space, the LHD trailing cables become
intertwined.

Vertical sequencing constraints require that if machine placement a lies directly above machine place-
ment b, then the earliest time at which machine placement b can start to be mined is the time at which
50% of machine placement a has been mined (subject to LHD availability). This prevents the overlying sub-
level from caving onto the underlying sublevel. Horizontal sequencing constraints require that if machine
placements c 0 and c00 are positioned directly next to machine placement a, then machine placements c 0 and
c00 must start to be mined no later than the time at which 50% of machine placement a has been mined. This
precludes adjacent machine placements from suffering blast damage caused by mining a neighboring
machine placement on the same sublevel. Of course, it is impossible to start mining all the machine place-
ments on a given sublevel at once. However, using this ‘‘50% rule of thumb’’ results in minimal blast dam-
age. Naturally, we could change this percentage, and, in fact, the Kiruna mine has the flexibility in its
production scheduling software to do so. However, we choose a value of 50% for this paper, which reflects
the usual standard at the mine and lends itself towards ease of implementation for the miners. Fig. 2 shows
the sequencing rules between several machine placements.

We can determine an earliest possible start time for each machine placement, i.e., a time before which
a machine placement cannot have started to be mined, by applying vertical sequencing and LHD availabil-
ity constraints to a given machine placement. We can similarly determine a latest possible start time for
each machine placement, i.e., a time at which a machine placement must start to be mined, by applying
horizontal sequencing constraints to machine placements on a sublevel with an active machine placement,
i.e., a machine placement that is currently being mined. We can then use earliest and latest possible start
Machine 
Placement c’’

Machine 
Placement c’

Machine 
Placement a

Machine 
Placement b 

Fig. 2. Each of the six boxes represents a machine placement; a dotted line separates each machine placement into two equal halves.
Dashed arrows between machine placement a and machine placements c 0 and c00 indicate that the latter two must be started after 50%
of the former has been mined; the arrow between machine placement b and machine placement a indicates that the former may only
start to be mined after 50% of the latter has been mined.
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times in our model formulation as follows: (i) if the earliest and latest possible start times for a machine
placement are equal, then we fix the variable value to one corresponding to starting to mine that machine
placement at that start time; (ii) if a machine placement does not have a latest possible start time that occurs
before the end of the horizon, then the machine placement may or may not start to be mined during the
horizon, but certainly cannot start to be mined more than once during the horizon; (iii) if a machine place-
ment has a latest possible start time that falls before the end of the horizon, then the machine placement
must start to be mined during the horizon; and (iv) the set of time periods in which a machine placement
can start to be mined lies between its earliest and latest possible start times.

Solving the following integer programming model provides values for the decision variables that corre-
spond to a production schedule, i.e., whether or not to start mining a machine placement in a given time
period. Our model is unique in that we address the operations of a sublevel caving mine (many under-
ground models apply to sublevel stopping mines) with its own set of restrictions such as the inability to hold
inventory and the necessity to adhere to specific sequencing constraints.

Indices

• a, a 0 = machine placement
• k = ore type, i.e., B, D

• t, t 0 = time period (month)
• v = shaft group, i.e., 1, . . . , 10

Sets

• Ta = set of time periods in which machine placement a can start to be mined
• At = set of machine placements that can be mined in time period t

• AV
a = set of machine placements whose access is restricted vertically by machine placement a

• AR
a = set of machine placements whose access is forced by right adjacency to machine placement a

• AL
a = set of machine placements whose access is forced by left adjacency to machine placement a

• Av = set of machine placements contained in shaft group v

Parameters

• rat0tk = reserves of ore type k available at (the start of) time t in machine placement a given that the
machine placement started to be mined in time t 0 (ktons)

• dkt = demand for ore type k in time period t (ktons)
• ta = earliest start time for machine placement a

• �ta = latest start time for machine placement a

• T = length of the planning horizon
• LHDv = the maximum number of simultaneously-operational LHDs in each shaft group v

• qat0t ¼
1 if machine placement a is being mined in time period t given that

it started to be mined in time t0

0 otherwise

8<
:

Decision variables

• yat ¼
1 if we start mining machine placement a in time period t
0 otherwise

�
• �zkt = amount mined above the demand for ore type k in time period t (ktons)
• zkt = amount mined below the demand for ore type k in time period t (ktons)
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ðP Þ: min
X

k;t

zkt þ
X

k;t

�zkt

subject to:
X
a2At

X
t02T a;6t

rat0tkyat0 þ zkt � �zkt ¼ dkt 8k; t; ð1Þ
X

t2T a;6t0
yat P ya0t0 8a; a0 2 AV

a ; t0 2 T a0 ; a0 6¼ a; ð2Þ
X

t02T a0 ;6t

ya0t0 P yat 8a; a0 2 AR
a ; t 2 T a; a0 6¼ a; ð3Þ

X
t02T a0 ;6t

ya0t0 P yat 8a; a0 2 AL
a ; t 2 T a; a0 6¼ a; ð4Þ

X
a2Av\At

X
t02T a;6t

qat0tyat0 6 LHDv 8t; v; ð5Þ

yat ¼ 1 8a 3 ta ¼ �ta; ð6ÞX
t

yat 6 1 8a 3 �ta >T; ð7Þ
X

t

yat ¼ 1 8a 3 �ta 6T; ð8Þ

�zkt; zkt P 0 8k; t; ð9Þ
yat binary 8a; t. ð10Þ
The objective function minimizes the deviation from the demanded quantities of each ore type. Con-
straints (1) track the deviations from the demanded quantities for each ore type and time period. Con-
straints (2)–(4) enforce vertical and horizontal sequencing constraints. Constraints (5) ensure that no
more than the allowable number of LHDs is active within a shaft group. Constraints (6) place active
machine placements into the production schedule by fixing the associated variable values. Constraints
(7) ensure that a machine placement starts to be mined no more than once during the time horizon if its
latest possible start time occurs beyond the length of the time horizon. Constraints (8) require that a
machine placement starts being mined at some point during the time horizon if its latest start time falls
within the time horizon. Although redundant, the inclusion of constraints (6)–(8) greatly reduces solution
time. Constraints (9) and (10) enforce nonnegativity and integrality of the variables, as appropriate. Typical
model scenarios contain over 500 binary variables and more than 1000 constraints. Hereafter, for ease of
exposition, we refer to the time at which a machine placement starts to be mined as a placement start.
3. Using aggregation to solve the production scheduling model

The principal variables in our formulation are binary variables indicating whether to start to mine a
machine placement in a given time period, or not. We present an optimization-based heuristic to improve
model tractability in which we solve an aggregated model to determine a set of ‘‘reasonably good’’ starting
times for each machine placement, allowing us to restrict the model to a subset of start time choices beyond
the restrictions from the early and late start algorithms. In this section, we describe the aggregation proce-
dure and several of its variations, and conclude with a review of other aggregation techniques.

Our aggregation procedure consists of first ‘‘collapsing’’ our multi-period production-scheduling model
to reduce its size. We aggregate demands and the amount of ore in each machine placement that can be
mined in a single time period into data corresponding to phases, where each phase, s, consists of an equal
number of consecutive periods. So, for an original model containing 36 periods, an aggregation of two
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consecutive periods into each phase would result in an aggregated model with 18 phases, where the first
phase would contain time periods 1 and 2, the second phase, periods 3 and 4, etc. We term the model con-
sisting of these aggregated phases the aggregated model.
ðAÞ: min
X

k;s

zks þ
X

k;s

�zks

subject to:
X
a2As

X
s02T a;6s

ras0skyas0 þ zks � �zks ¼ dks 8k; s; ð11Þ

X
s2T a;6s0

yas P ya0s0 8a; a0 2 AV
a ; s0 2 T a0 ; a0 6¼ a; ð12Þ

X
s02T a0 ;6s

ya0s0 P yas 8a; a0 2 AR
a ; s 2 T a; a0 6¼ a; ð13Þ

X
s02T a0 ;6s

ya0s0 P yas 8a; a0 2 AL
a ; s 2 T a; a0 6¼ a; ð14Þ

X
a2Av\As

X
s02T a;6s

qas0syas0 6 LHDv 8s; v; ð15Þ

yas ¼ 1 8a 3 sa ¼ �sa; ð16ÞX
s

yas 6 1 8a 3 �sa >T; ð17Þ
X

s

yas ¼ 1 8a 3 �sa 6T; ð18Þ

�zks; zks P 0 8k; s; ð19Þ
yas binary 8a; s. ð20Þ
Observe that the solution for (A) is feasible for (P). (At the end of Section 5, we discuss a few exceptions
to this, which, in practice, are inconsequential.) Constraints (1) (in (P)) and (11) (in (A)) are elastic. There-
fore, we can safely ignore any ‘‘inventory’’ or ‘‘backorders’’ carried between time periods within a phase.
Constraints (2)–(4) (in (P)) impose the same constraints on machine placement sequencing as constraints
(12)–(14) (in (A)) because we aggregate ore reserves in (A) by condensing monthly production blocks, not
machine placements, into an amount that can be mined within a phase. The right hand side of (5) (in
(P)) matches that of (15) (in (A)) because we do not aggregate LHD availability. Specifically, if LHDv

LHDs are allowed to be operational in shaft group v in each time period (in (P)), then LHDv LHDs are
allowed to be operational in shaft group v in each phase (in (A)). Constraints (6) (in (P)) relate to con-
straints (16) (in (A)) in that if a machine placement starts in a certain time period in the original model,
then it must start in the corresponding phase in the aggregated model. Constraints (17) and (18) (in (A))
(modified from constraints (7) and (8) in (P)) require only mapping a late start time period for a machine
placement to the corresponding phase. Therefore, a solution to (A) will satisfy the constraints in (P).

After solving the aggregated model, we add constraints to the original model, (P), to tighten the search
space. We term the problem with the added constraints the restricted problem. We generate the additional
constraints as follows: We note the phase in which each machine placement starts in the optimal solution
for the aggregated model and require that the machine placement start in a time period within that phase.
For example, suppose we have an aggregated model consisting of two time periods per phase. If, after solv-
ing the aggregated model to optimality, the machine placement in the aggregated model starts in phase 2,
the additional constraint requires that the machine placement start in time period 3 or 4 (the two periods
contained in that phase). Letting Ua be the set containing the time periods in the phase in which machine
placement a starts in the aggregated model, we can state the restricted model as follows:
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ðRÞ: ðP Þ
subject to:

X
t2Ua

yat ¼ 1 8a. ð21Þ
Note that we could equivalently construct (R) by eliminating binary variables, rather than by adding
constraints (21). Let:

• ta = the first time period in the phase in which machine placement a starts to be mined in the aggregated
model,

• ta = the last time period in the phase in which machine placement a starts to be mined in the aggregated
model.

Then, another form of the restricted model follows:
ðR0Þ : ðP Þ
replacing T a ¼ fta; . . . ;�tag with eT a ¼ fta; . . . ; tag 8a.

Note that for any a, ta 6 ta and �ta P ta. However, for the bounds provided in the set eT a to be useful, we
seek some machine placements a such that: ta < ta and �ta > ta.

Because we are, in essence, changing the objective function in the aggregated model (from the original
model) by eliminating penalties for deviations incurred during consecutive time periods within a phase, we
cannot expect to obtain an optimal solution by solving (R) (or (R 0)).

We could use the solution from the aggregated model in a less restrictive way to enhance the solution
quality of the original model. Specifically, we could allow a machine placement start in the time periods
contained in the n > 0 phases adjacent to that in which the machine placement starts in the aggregated
model, as well as the time periods in the phase in which the machine placement starts in the aggregated
model. However, there is no guarantee that the optimal solution will improve by adding this flexibility
in the restricted model. An integer program (unlike a linear program), does not adhere to convexity prop-
erties. That is, a near-optimal solution is not necessarily ‘‘close’’ (in a Hamming distance sense) to an opti-
mal solution (Rardin, 1998, chapter 12). Nonetheless, we demonstrate empirically in Section 5 that some
degree of relaxation provides near-optimal solutions. In Section 4, we show how to compute a bound on
the worst case performance of the aggregation heuristic.

Improving the tractability of integer programming problems using aggregation is not new. Rogers et al.
(1991) provide an excellent survey paper on the application of aggregation and disaggregation techniques to
optimization models and specifically to integer programming models. The authors discuss how model attri-
butes are ‘‘clustered,’’ how to construct a solution to the original problem after the aggregated model is
solved, and how to estimate errors resulting from the aggregation procedure. The authors cite Mathews
(1897) who demonstrates how several constraints can be combined into a single equivalent constraint with
the appropriate choice of constant multipliers for each disaggregated constraint. Related work, e.g., Glover
and Woolsey (1972) and Kannan (1983), examine the computational burden associated with constraint
aggregation.

Aggregation techniques depend highly on the structure of the problem, and, in general, are tailored spe-
cifically for a class of problems or even for a specific problem instance. Research subsequent to 1990 on
aggregation techniques used to solve integer programs includes Daichendt and Grossmann (1994), who
use aggregation to solve mixed integer nonlinear optimization problems. Specifically, they aggregate both
variables and constraints, the latter by creating linear combinations of subsets of constraints in the original
model, such that the aggregated model can be solved to global optimality. They use the results from the
aggregated model to provide tight bounds on the global optimal solution of the original problem, which
significantly helps to identify good solutions to ill-behaved nonlinear models. Kulkarni and Mohanty
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(1996) aggregate a multi-time period model for siting warehouses and planning the distribution of goods
from these warehouses to geographically dispersed customers. The model is first solved as an aggregated
single-period model, and time period-specific decisions are then sequenced over the horizon. Babayev
et al. (1997) reformulate the integer knapsack problem using constraint aggregation, and develop a highly
efficient solution procedure for the reformulated, but equivalent, model.

Srinivasa and Wilhelm (1997) use constraint aggregation to help obtain solutions for a resource alloca-
tion problem, specifically, for a model that minimizes the amount of time required to clean up an oil spill.
Iyer et al. (1998) determine decisions for scheduling an offshore oil field operation over multiple time peri-
ods. The authors solve a model in which oil wells and time periods are aggregated, and then successively
disaggregated to produce a solution to the original problem. The disaggregation is myopic in that some
decisions from the aggregated model are fixed in the disaggregated model, and the disaggregated model
is solved over only portions of the entire time horizon. The authors devise bounds on the quality of the
disaggregated solution and demonstrate empirically that their solutions are within about 10% of the opti-
mal. Bertsimas and Patterson (2000) seek to minimize the cost of delay from rerouting aircraft due to
dynamically changing weather conditions. Their problem is a large integer program, which they solve
for real instances to near-optimality in several stages, first for aggregate aircraft movements, then for indi-
vidual aircraft flight paths. Similar to Iyer et al., Harjunkoski and Grossmann (2001) use a disaggregation
procedure to schedule steel production, a highly sequence-dependent process with multiple end products.
The authors� procedure is based on several levels of disaggregation in which groups in the lowest level
are scheduled independently, and then with respect to other groups. A linear programming improvement
procedure is used to make minor modifications in the schedule. Results indicate that the authors are able
to find solutions within only a few percentage points of optimality in a reasonable amount of time.

Researchers also use aggregation to help solve dynamic programs, e.g., Mohanty and Singh (1992) for
(deterministic) hierarchical production planning in a steel plant, and Puelz (2002) for stochastic portfolio
selection. In these cases, aggregation reduces the curse of dimensionality typical of dynamic programming
problems.

Constraint aggregation can be used to develop a general class of constraints, mixed-integer rounding

inequalities, whose addition to large mixed integer programming problems can reduce solution time (Marc-
hand and Wolsey, 2001). Belvaux and Wolsey (2001) show that for a particular class of multi-product dis-
tribution and sales problems, the addition of mixed-integer rounding inequalities, obtained by aggregating
constraints in the original model, enhances solution quality.

Our aggregation heuristic uses information gained from a model in which time periods and the associ-
ated demand and production data are aggregated into phases. However, our procedure differs from others
mentioned here in that: (i) we solve a disaggregated model, but use information gained from the aggregated
model to eliminate variables, and/or (ii) our procedure can be applied to any general multi-period produc-
tion scheduling problem, see, e.g., Martin (1999, Section 1.3.4), and the references contained therein.
4. Worst-case performance

In this section, we show how to compute a bound on the worst case performance of our aggregation
procedure for the implementation we describe in Section 3. This bound is computable, rather than theoret-
ical, and relies on the solution generated from (A). The aggregated model only accounts for, i.e., minimizes,
deviations between each phase, and ignores deviations that occur within a phase. In the worst case, for each
phase and ore type, the optimal disaggregated schedule produces everything in the time period with the
minimum demand, and nothing in the other time periods. By solving (A), we are able to compute P, the
production level in the aggregated model for one phase, and for a fixed ore type. Using this quantity,
and letting dt represent the demand in time period t, and represent the set of time periods contained in
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the given phase, for each phase, the maximum deviation resulting from restricting the original model to
mine a machine placement in one of the time periods t contained in the associated phase is
P�min
t2�
fdtg

����
����þ X

t3t 6¼argmint2� fdtg
dt; ð22Þ
where the first term represents the maximum overproduction, and the second term represents the maximum
underproduction.

The maximum total deviation in the worst case is the sum of these expressions above, one for each ore
type and for each phase of the aggregated model added to the deviation between the time periods that sep-
arate the phases. (The latter term consists of those deviations that appear in the objective function of the
aggregated model.)

Consider the following single ore type, single phase example: Suppose that the phase consists of three
time periods, with demands in periods 1, 2, and 3 of 1 (ton), 2 (tons), and 3 (tons), respectively. Suppose
also that the solution to the aggregated model produces 4 (tons) in the single phase. In the worst case, the
disaggregated model produces P tons, i.e., the total amount produced in the phase, in the period with the
least demand (period 1), and nothing in the other two periods. This yields a (maximum) deviation of
P� min
t2f1;2;3g

fdtg
����

����þ X
t3t 6¼argmint2f1;2;3gfdtg

dt ¼ j4� fd1gj þ
X

t2f2;3g
dt ¼ j4� 1j þ f2þ 3g ¼ 8ðtonsÞ.
Were our objective only to consider underproduction, the worst possible outcome would be to produce
nothing in any time period, resulting in a 6 ton deviation, i.e., a deviation equal to the demand. However,
the total worst-case deviation (8 tons) exceeds the total demand, because we penalize overproduction as
well.
5. Numerical results

We illustrate empirically the benefits of our aggregation method using five actual data sets from the
mine. Each data set contains a group of 36-month periods, and has two ore types. Ore reserves for each
type are between zero and 180 ktons per production block. Demands are about 830 ktons of B and
1250 ktons of D ore each month. One, two, or three machine placements are allowed to be simultaneously
active within each of the ten shaft groups.

We solve our mixed integer program using the AMPL programming language (Fourer et al., 1993; Bell
Laboratories, 2001), and the CPLEX solver, Version 7.0 (ILOG Corporation, 2001). We use a Sun Ultra 10
machine with 256 MB RAM. To further reduce solution time, in each scenario we run, we implement pri-
ority branching, choosing the variables in increasing order of their time period index. Hence, we branch first
on variables corresponding to a placement start in time period one, followed by variables corresponding to
a placement start in time period two, etc. We implement our aggregation procedure after eliminating vari-
ables using the early start algorithm (Newman et al., 2005). We also eliminate variables that would violate
the latest start time, �ta, for each machine placement. Each phase consists of two time periods.

For each scenario, after solving the aggregated model, we solve the restricted model, that is, a corre-
sponding disaggregated model in which we impose constraints of varying flexibility. The most restrictive
set of constraints requires that the time period in which each machine placement starts be contained in
the phase in which the machine placement starts in the aggregated model. We alternatively impose con-
straints of increasing flexibility that require that the time period in which each machine placement starts
be contained either in the phase in which the machine placement starts in the aggregated model, or in
one of the n phases immediately before or immediately after the phase in which the machine placement
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starts in the aggregated model. For example, if n = 1 in an aggregated model which contains two time peri-
ods per phase, we allow a placement start in the following six periods: in the two periods before the phase
starts, in the two periods contained in the phase, and in the two periods after the phase. We then form the
set Ua "a and add (21), as in (R). Equivalently, we could determine ta and ta 8a, and replace the set Ta witheT a, as in (R 0).

In general, the quality of the solutions obtained with the restricted model increases at the expense of
slower solution times. We seek a reasonable tradeoff between solution time and solution quality using
our aggregation procedure. In Fig. 3, we present such a tradeoff for values of n ranging between 0 and
5. Solution quality is given as the ratio of the optimal objective function value to the objective function
value obtained from the aggregation procedure. Solution time is given as the ratio of that required for
the aggregation procedure to that required by (P). Each point on both the solution quality and solution
time curves corresponds to average values across five scenarios for a given value of n. The solution quality
curve exhibits diminishing marginal returns and the quality converges to 100% as the window size n
increases. The solution time ratio increases sharply with the value of n. As the window size increases, solu-
tion times approach a significant fraction of those required by (P).

Fig. 3 indicates that for our model and data, the best tradeoff between solution quality and solution time
is roughly where n = 2. Table 1 gives numerical values for each of the five scenarios for this best case imple-
mentation. Column 1 lists the scenario number; column 2 gives the objective function value for (P) and col-
umn 3 gives the objective function value provided by the aggregation procedure. Columns 4 and 5 list the
solution times required for (P) and for the aggregation procedure, respectively. On average, solutions
Fig. 3. A comparison of the objective function value quality of (P) compared to that obtained with the aggregation procedure is given
in the top curve on the graph. As n increases, the aggregation procedure yields objective function values that approach optimal. In the
bottom curve on the graph, the ratio of the solution time of the aggregation procedure to that required by (P) is given. Solution time
increases with n. Each point is the average across five scenarios.

Table 1
Comparison of objective function values and solution time for (P) and using the aggregation procedure (two time periods per phase
and n = 2)

Scenario Objective of
(P) (ktons)

Objective from
aggregation
procedure (ktons)

Solution time for
(P) (seconds)

Aggregation procedure
solution time (seconds)

1 3280 3784 1200 432
2 2852 2966 17,000 1330
3 1766 1890 130,000 3300
4 2034 2166 18,000 670
5 3536 3538 15,000 740
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within about 5% of optimality can be obtained with the aggregation procedure in just over 10% of the solu-
tion time required to solve (P). That is, our aggregation procedure generates solutions of acceptable quality
in an order of magnitude less time than that required to solve (P). For these instances, the aggregated mod-
els contain about 260 binary variables and 530 constraints; the restricted models contain about 350 binary
variables and 740 constraints. Recall, instances of (P) contain over 500 binary variables, on average, and
over 1000 constraints.

We emphasize that these conclusions hold for our particular model structure and representative data
sets. For any general multi-period scheduling model and corresponding data sets, the best tradeoff between
solution quality and solution time could well lie at another value for n.

The solution times for (P) used as the 100% measure in Fig. 3 result from running the model until opti-
mality, i.e., until the gap is 0, although theoretically very good solutions may be found much earlier. How-
ever, if we allow (P) to run for the same amount of time as that required by the best implementation of our
aggregation procedure, objectives from (P) are significantly worse, 19% on average, than those obtained by
using our aggregation procedure.

Other (larger) models may lend themselves to the use of aggregated models with coarser granularity that
are faster to solve but that provide looser restrictions on the corresponding original model, which increases
solution times of the restricted model. In fact, we conducted numerical experiments aggregating four time
periods into a phase. However, for our instances, we find the granularity with more than two time periods
per phase is too coarse to provide precise enough information for use in the original model. And, this loss of
information comes at the expense of solution quality, which, in our experiments, is not offset by overall
faster solution times.

Although the aggregation procedure performs well on our data sets, for n = 0 the restricted model may
be infeasible if the number of monthly production blocks within a machine placement is not evenly divisible
by the number of time periods aggregated into a phase. These infeasibilities are caused by round-off errors
in the disaggregated sequencing constraints. For example, if we have three monthly production blocks in a
given machine placement and each phase consists of two periods (months), phase 1 will contain two
monthly production blocks and phase 2 will contain 1. Sequencing constraints are based on a ‘‘50% rule,’’
yet it is not clear how to impose this rule on a single production block. Any choice will yield an inconsis-
tency between (P) and the aggregated models. Because the case in which n = 0 is not likely to yield the best
tradeoff between solution quality and solution time, in practice, the effect of these infeasibilities is negligible.

We were able to use this method to generate very long-term (10–15 year) plans for the Kiruna mine using
different types of data sets containing two and three raw ore types. These schedules help guide several dif-
ferent strategic planning decisions: (i) the time at which the new main production level should start to be
constructed, and (ii) the number of ore types to consider. The latter decision is evaluated by examining the
tradeoff between a higher degree of differentiation among the quality of the ore types and a potentially
higher deviation between desired and actual production quantities, for three versus two raw ore types.
At the time of the writing of this paper, the mine plans to use these results to aid in its long-term strategic
decisions; the determination of these decisions is still ongoing. Kiruna does use the long-term model (with-
out the aggregation procedure) to generate three- to five-year schedules. Kuchta et al. (2004) describe Kir-
una�s implementation of this model over the shorter time horizon, and the resulting savings.
6. Conclusions and extensions

Faced with a large integer programming model for production scheduling, we use an aggregation pro-
cedure to first establish ‘‘reasonable’’ start times for each machine placement, and then impose constraints
on (P) to restrict machine placement start times. While not an optimal procedure, we find empirically that
we obtain schedules of reasonable quality when compared both with those schedules found by solving (P)
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and with the quality necessary in practice. Long-term strategic planning is essential for large underground
mines in order to best utilize available resources. The benefit of using our procedure is a substantial reduc-
tion in solution time without significant loss of solution quality which facilitates the rapid evaluation of
alternative mining strategies.

Extensions to our work include improving the quality of our production schedules by, for example,
incorporating constraints on the minimum or maximum allowable deviation between ‘‘phases’’ into the
aggregated model, which could result in better information being passed to the restricted model. We could
also explore other forms of the objective function, such as minimizing cumulative deviation, or minimizing
successive time periods of underproduction and successive periods of overproduction. These objectives may
smooth under- and over-production, although in our numerical experiments, we found Kiruna�s mine
geometry and ore body composition to be sufficiently restrictive so as to result in relatively few solutions,
regardless of the form of the objective.
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